Meeting Minutes
Geneva High School
All Sports Boosters
Monday September 21, 2020
7:00pm
Via Zoom
The meeting was called to order at 7:00pm.
Attendees:

Jennifer Main
Dave Carli
Chris Peri
Carolyn Clausen

Bob Parise
Kim Peri
Dan Horvath

Approval of Minutes
The minutes from the September 2020 meeting were reviewed and approved unanimously.
Yard Sign Fundraiser
Chris has further discussed the program with Colleen to transition for effort to the Board and its volunteers. It was agreed
that the program will be run exclusively by the Board once the current orders are fulfilled by Colleen.
The Board reviewed the options for taking orders, construction of the signs, and pricing. Bob suggested getting estimates
from outside sources to determine if a third-party vendor could construct them cost-effectively. Kim offered to contact the
Batavia High School Boosters to determine their methods.
Following the meeting over the course of the next few weeks, additional details about the program were discussed via text
and email.
Alternative Fundraising
Dave will discuss the potential to sell a variation of the “Cheer Checkbook,” a fundraiser that the Cheer parents have held
in recent years, with the Cheer leaders.
Membership/Registration 2020-21
Membership dues total approximately $8,000.00 to date.
Jennifer suggested seeking out memberships from families of currently playing athletes. GHSConnects and Twitter will be
used.
Spirit Wear
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Carolyn updated the Board on the status of Spirit Wear. Sales will continue at Ace Hardware until inventory is gone. Other
local retail availability is winding down.

TREASURERS REPORT
There has been little change in the accounting since last month. Recent funds collected by the District for Sports Boosters
will be forwarded shortly.
A number of donations have been made to Sports Boosters independent of fundraisers and memberships.

ATHLETIC DIRECTOR’S REPORT
There will be a meeting of athletic directors and the IHSA on Wednesday, October 28th, to discuss winter sports options.
The video system installed at Burgess Field and the Contest Gym is ready when sports begin again. Bob suggested
advertising this to GHS families as well as possibly tying memberships to system access. Costs and fees will be discussed
at the next meeting.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 7:33 PM.
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